
   

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE  

 

ENERPARC and Berenberg agree further unitranche 

financing for a solar portfolio in Germany 

 

Hamburg, 5 February 2024. ENERPARC AG has once again gained the private 

bank Berenberg as a partner for the unitranche financing of a photovoltaic 

portfolio in Germany. The Berenberg Green Energy Debt Funds managed by 

Berenberg are providing bridge financing for the late-stage project 

development, construction and operation phase of three solar projects with a 

total capacity of 89 MWp. Financial close was reached at the end of December 

2023.  

 

The three projects in the financed portfolio with capacities of 18 to 47 MWp are 

located in Schleswig-Holstein and Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. Two projects are 

already under construction while the third is currently in the development stage. The 

parks are scheduled to go into operation successively starting in the fourth quarter of 

2024 and will be able to meet the annual electricity needs of over 25,000 households, 

saving around 61 tonnes of CO2 per year.  

 

Georgios Vassiliou, Team Lead Project Finance at ENERPARC AG: "At 

ENERPARC, we work every day to accelerate the energy transition, and we need 

partners like Berenberg who keep pace with us. Thanks to our well-established 

cooperation and a shared high level of commitment, we managed to achieve financial 

close in less than eight weeks. For a complex bridge financing of this size for three 

projects in five different project companies, this is by no means a matter of course." 

 

 

 



   

 

 

Torsten Heidemann, Head of Infrastructure & Energy at Berenberg adds: "We 

are delighted that we have been able to close a further financing round with 

ENERPARC, this time with the distinctive feature that some projects were still in the 

late-stage development phase at the start of financing. With our flexible transitional 

financing, we enable ENERPARC to determine the best moment for a long-term 

financing arrangement and to build and commission the plant in the meantime. Our 

professional, fast and creative cooperation benefits both sides. We are delighted to be 

able to accompany the success story of ENERPARC." 

 

About ENERPARC AG:  

ENERPARC AG is as a developer, builder, operator and investor of large-scale solar 

power plants in the megawatt segment with an international footprint. Founded in 

Hamburg in 2008, the company now employs over 500 people with operations in 

Spain, France, Portugal, India and Australia in addition to its core market of Germany. 

In recent years, ENERPARC has successfully brought online 668 solar plants around 

the world with a combined output of over 4,500 MW - 3,500 MW of which are owned 

by the company, turning ENERPARC into one of the largest independent producers 

of solar power in Europe. The company’s goal is to develop a total of 10 GW of PV 

systems worldwide for its own portfolio and a further 10 GW for third-party solar 

portfolios by 2030. 

 

About Berenberg: 

Berenberg was founded in 1590 and it is one of today’s leading private banks in Europe 

with its business divisions Wealth and Asset Management, Investment Banking and 

Corporate Banking. Managed by personally liable partners, the Hamburg-based bank 

has a strong presence in the financial centres of Frankfurt, London and New York. 

 The Infrastructure & Energy business division is part of Corporate Banking and 

advises customers and investors on all transaction-, financing- and project-related 

issues. To date, Germany's oldest private bank has launched four green energy debt 

funds for professional investors with a total volume of around 800 million euros, 

financing renewable energy plants worldwide through junior debt or a so-called senior 

collateralised unitranche. 



   

 

 

 

The funds also contribute to the global energy transition, making an important 

contribution to society and the environment. 
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Important notes: 
This information is a marketing communication. This information is aimed exclusively at clients in the 
"professional investors" or "semi-professional investors" client group within the meaning of Section 1 
(19) Nos. 32 and 33 KAGB. This information and references to issuers, financial instruments or 
financial products do not constitute an investment strategy recommendation within the meaning of 
Article 3(1)(34) of Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 or an investment recommendation within the meaning 
of Article 3(1)(35) of Regulation (EU) No 596/2014, in each case in conjunction with Section 85(1) 
WpHG. As a marketing communication, this information does not fulfil all legal requirements to ensure 
the impartiality of investment recommendations and investment strategy recommendations and is not 
subject to any prohibition on trading prior to the publication of investment recommendations and 
investment strategy recommendations. This information is intended to give you the opportunity to make 
up your own mind about an investment opportunity. However, it is not a substitute for legal, tax or 
individual financial advice. Your investment objectives and your personal and financial circumstances 
have also not been taken into account. We therefore expressly point out that this information does not 
constitute personalised investment advice. Any products or securities described may not be available for 
purchase in all countries or only to certain categories of investors. This information may only be 
distributed to the extent permitted by applicable law and in particular not to US citizens or residents. 
This information has not been audited by an independent accounting firm or other independent expert. 
The future performance of an investment may be subject to taxation, which depends on the investor's 
personal situation and may change in the future. Returns on investments in foreign currencies may rise 
or fall due to currency fluctuations. Only the Investor Agreement together with the General and Special 
Terms and Conditions of Investment, the information document pursuant to Section 307 KAGB and 
the subscription form (hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Sales Documents") are authoritative 
for a decision on this investment. An investment decision should be made on the basis of all 
characteristics of the fund and not only on sustainability-related aspects. The sales documents are 
available free of charge in German from the fund's sales agent. The business address of the sales office 
is: Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (Berenberg), Neuer Jungfernstieg 20, 20354 Hamburg. A fund 
investment always involves the acquisition of units in an investment fund, but not a specific underlying 
asset (e.g. shares in a company) held by the respective fund. The statements contained in this document 
are based either on the company's own sources or on publicly accessible third-party sources and reflect 
the information available at the time the presentation below was prepared. Subsequent changes cannot 
be taken into account in this document. Information may no longer be accurate due to the passage of 
time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We assume no obligation to point 
out such changes and/or to provide updated information. An online glossary is available at 
www.berenberg.de/glossar to explain related technical terms. Date: 05.02.2024 


